Smectic A-Smectic C * transition in the ferroelectric liquid crystal (C7) is studied as functions of the electric field and the temperature. By expanding the free energy in terms of the tilt angle ϴ (smectic C * phase) and the polarization P with a linear coupling between ϴ and P (Pϴ) in the mean field theory, the tilt angle is calculated as a function of the electric field (ϴ vs. E) at constant temperatures with respect to the transition temperature for C7 using the observed data from the literature. Also, by extracting the tilt angle from the observed electric displacements at various temperatures (at constant field strength), the inverse tilt angle susceptibility (χ ఏ ିଵ ) derived from the free energy, is fitted to the observed data for the dielectric constant and the fitted parameters are determined. Our calculated ϴ and χ ఏ show that the mean field theory explains adequately the observed behavior of the Smectic A-Smectic C * transition in the liquid crystals C7.
INTRODUCTION
Smectic A-ferroelectric-smectic C (C * ) transition has been studied extensively using various experimental techniques and some theoretical models. Under the electric field applied, in particular, the Sm A-Sm C (C * ) transition of a first order has also been studied previously as reported in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Recently, ferroelectricity in liquid crystals with the experimental studies has been reviewed [12] and more recent studies in liquid crystal research in general have been given [13] in the literature.
Smectic liquid crystal phases exhibit in the presence of chiral molecules a coupling between the electric polarization (P) and the orientation of the director tilted by an angle ϴ with respect to the normal vector of the smectic layer planes [4] . If the constituent molecules are optically active the Sm C * phase will be observed instead of the Sm C phase [14] . As a consequence of the molecular chirality the director builds up a helical superstructure by processing around the layer normal with the helical pitch in the Sm C * phase [3] . The smectic C * phase is similar to the smectic A phase, the molecules are also packed in layers, but the director is tilted with respect to the layer normal and rotates around the direction perpendicular to the smectic layer with the director tilt angle ϴ as an order parameter [15] as stated above.
AC (or AC * ) transitions are usually second order but some observations on ferroelectric compounds with high spontaneous polarizations (A7, C7 etc.) have demonstrated the possibility of existence of first order AC * transitions [16, 17] , as also pointed out previously [18] . It has been demonstrated experimentally in the case of A7 that the smaller temperature range of its Sm A phase leads to a weakly first order AC * transition [19] . In order to describe the nature of the Sm A-Sm C * transition (first order or second order) in liquid crystals, mean field models have been employed with bilinear Pϴ coupling [20, 21] and with the biquadratic P 2 ϴ 2 coupling [22-24]. We have also used Landau mean field models in our earlier studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 24] .
In this study, we calculate the tilt angle (ϴ) and the tilt susceptibility ( θ χ ) as functions of temperature and the electric field for the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. For this calculation, we use the Landau phenomenological model by expanding the free energy in terms of the order parameters (tilt angle ϴ and the spontaneous polarization P) with the bilinear coupling (Pϴ coupling) in the presence of an applied electric field (E). The observed data [3] are used for the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7 as a ferroelectric liquid crystal and a first order transition is considered up to 50 / kV cm ≈ applied electric field 0 ( 55.8 )
for this compound. Above this electric field, a second order transition occurs in C7 on the basis of the experimental measurements [3] .
Below, in section 2 we give an outline of the Landau mean field theory. We give our calculations and results in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 give our discussion and conclusions, respectively. In the Landau phenomenological model, the free energy density can be written in terms of the order parameters θ (tilt angle) and P (polarization) with a bilinear coupling Pθ between θ and P to describe the Sm A -ferroelectric-Sm C transition (Sm C*) in liquid crystals in the presence of the electric field E as also given previously [3] , ( ) By minimizing the free energy with respect to the polarization ( ) 0 dg dP = , polarization can be related to the tilt angle as
Also, minimizing the free energy with respect to the tilt angle ( ) 0 dg dθ = and substituting the Eq. (2) into the minimized energy with the definition of
The tilt angle θ can be solved from Eq. 
In the absence of the coupling constant (C=0), the temperature difference 
for the Sm A -ferroelectric-Sm C transition [3] . It has been indicated that the E θ − curves are in S-like shapes for a discontinuous (first order) transition (b<0), whereas this transition becomes second order (continuous) at
The electric displacement D can be calculated from the tilt angle θ according to [3] 0 D P E ε = + (9) with Eq. (2) or from the values of the electric field displacement, the tilt-angle values can be calculated as
Thus, by knowing the temperature dependence of the displacement D, the tilt angle θ can be calculated as a function of temperature at constant electric fields for the smectic A -smectic C* transition in liquid crystals. Finally, the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility for the order parameter (tilt angleθ ) can be calculated as a function of temperature at a constant electric field E according to the
by means of Eq. (10) using the temperature dependence of the displacement D.
CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
The tilt angle (θ ) was analyzed at various filed strengths according to Eq. (8) as analyzed using the experimental data for C7 [3] . In our analysis, we fitted Eq. (8) to the experimental data for each curve ( a g → ) as shown in Fig.1 with the fitted parameters (Table 1) , differently from the previous analysis where the same parameters were used for all the curves [3] . By fitting Eq. (10) to the experimental data for the electric displacement (D) versus the field strength (E) [3] and using the values of the tilt angle (θ ), the field strength dependence of the tilt angle was recalculated for C7. Fig.2 gives electric displacement (D) as a function of the field strength (E) using the experimental data [3] according to Eq. (10). With our calculated values of D, we also give the experimental data [3] in this figure. Our calculated ϴ (tilt angle) values are given in Fig. 3 as a function of E (field strength). For this calculation of D (Fig. 2) and ϴ (Fig.  3) , a constant C value of 8.58x10
7 JC -1 m -1 rad -1 was used for all the curves (a→e).
In order to calculate the temperature dependence of the order parameter susceptibility ( ) θ χ or the static dielectric constant (ϵ) at constant field strength (E) for C7, we used the experimental data for the electric displacement (D) versus temperature at constant values of E=10, 30 and 50 kV/cm [3] . We assume the temperature dependence of the electric displacement (D) above and below T C at constant field strengths in the quadratic form as
with the constants of a′ , b′ and c′ , which were determined (Table 2 ) using the experimental data for D versus T for C7 in the vicinity of T C [3] . The temperature dependence of the tilt angle ϴ was then calculated for constant field strengths (E) studied according to Eq. (10) using the experimental D versus T data for C7 [3] . By using our calculated ϴ values in the expression for the inverse susceptibility Fig. 4 gives the electric displacement (D) as a function of temperature at constant field strengths (E=10, 30 and 50 kV/cm) from our analysis (Eq. 12) for C7. We plot in Fig. 5 the static dielectric constant (ϵ) at various temperatures for constant field strengths according to Eq.(11) through Eq.(13) for C7.
DISCUSSION
Landau phenomenological model was used in the presence of the electric field (Eq.1) to calculate the tilt angle (order parameter) as functions of temperature and the field strength, and also susceptibility (dielectric constant) at various temperatures (at constant E) for the first order Smectic A -Smectic C* transition in C7. As the field strength increases discontinuity (first order) in the tilt angle θ (Figs.1 and 3) and in the displacement D (Fig.2) decreases, towards a more continuous (second order) transition from the Sm A to Sm C* phase in C7. This occurs at nearly 50 kV/cm curve e in Fig.1 and curve d in Figs. 2 and 3. Below this field strength discontinuity (curves f and g in Fig.1 ; curves a, b and c in Figs.2 and 3) in the tilt angle and in the displacement is more pronounced and it shifts to lower field strength as also pointed out previously [3] . Above this critical field strength (~50 kV/cm), continuity (curves a→d in Fig.1 , curve e in Figs.2 and 3 ) in the tilt angle and in the displacement, occurs for the Sm A -Sm C* transition in C7, as also observed experimentally [3] . Note that there is a deviation from the linear Fig.1 ) to the nonlinear behavior (curves c→g in Fig.1 ) as also shown previously [3] . The critical temperature between discontinuity and continuity was also estimated as 55.8 o c T C ≈ for C7 [3] . As an electric-field induced transition, this is most likely weakly first order or nearly second order transition between the smectic phases of A and C* in C7. In Fig. 1 for curves (a) and (b) , the Sm A-Sm C * transition essentially does not occur. The actual Sm A-Sm C * transition starts with the differences to T 0 from curves c (T 0 +1.1 0 C) up to curve g (T 0 +0.3 0 C) as the transition temperature T 0 is approached. So, linear (curve a) and almost linear nearly quadratic (curve b) variation of the tilt angle ϴ with the field strength E give rise to considerably different values for the fitted parameters of b=382 Jm -3 rad -4 (very large) and c=-5.4x10 4 Jm -3 rad -6 (very small) for curve a, and b=-8.88 Jm -3 rad -6 (small) for curve b, as compared with those values of the fitted parameters of a, b and c for the curves of c, d, e, f and g (Table 1 ), which represent the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. On the other hand, the value of b=-23.24 Jm -3 rad -4 for curve b (Table 1) indicates that the Sm A-Sm C * transition may just start from curve b with the temperature differences of T 0 +1.3 0 C. When we fitted Eq. (8) to the experimental data [3] , we assume that the Sm A-Sm C * transition occurs for all the curves (a→g) with the transition temperature T 0 which increases systematically from 51.66 0 C (curve g) to 54.46 0 C (curve a) as given in Table 1 . We determined the fitting parameters a, b, c and the coupling constant C for all the curves (a→g) where Eq.(8) was fitted as Bahr and Heppke performed to the experimental data [3] for the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7 (Table 1) as stated above. In the present study, each curve was fitted with its own parameters whereas Bahr and Heppke [3] determined the fitting parameters which were used for all the curves (a→g) as given in Table 1 . However, the same fitting parameters for all the curves (a→g) would result in some discrepancies in comparison with the observed data [3] . This was the reason why we fitted Eq. (8) to the experimental data [3] for each curve separately and then we determined the fitting parameters with this fitting procedure, we were able to analyze the experimental data in order to describe the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7 adequately. In our fitting procedure for the ϴ versus E plots, the fitting parameters were determined according to a>0, b<0 and c>0 for the first order Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7, as also obtained by Bahr and Heppke [3] with the parameters as given in Table 1 . Our values of a and the coupling constant C can be compared with those of Bahr and Heppke (Table 1) . Fitting all the curves (a→g) separately with the close values of the parameters as we determined (Table 1) here, gave us different values compared with those obtained by Bahr and Heppke [3] who used one set of parameters for all the curves. Additionally, we considered the transition temperature T 0 describing from the curve a to g systematically for the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7, whereas Bahr and Heppke [3] took only one transition temperature of T 0 =51.36 0 C for this transition. Consequently, different values of the fitting parameters are expected for the two different fitting procedures although the same experimental data [3] were used to analyze the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. Bahr and Heppke [3] fitted Eq.(8) to their experimental data for the tilt angle ϴ versus field strength E with the same fit parameters (a, b, c and C) for all the curves (a→g) as stated above and their plots were good except the curves of f and g, in particular, which were not in agreement with the observed data. By fitting Eq.(8) to each curve (a→g) with its own fitting parameters (Table 1) , we were able to get all the plots which describe the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7, as given in Fig.1 . This is also clearly seen for the curves of a→e in Fig.3 which show the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. Calculated values of the tilt angle ϴ as a function of the field strength E according to Eq. (8) (Fig.3) were based on the experimental plot of electric displacement D versus E [3] through Eq.(10) as given in Fig.2 . Our calculated plots (D vs. E) are in good agreement with the observed data [3] as shown in Fig.2 . However, using the same set of parameters (Table 1) for all the curves (a→e) as Bahr and Heppke [3] fitted their experimental data for D versus E [3] , was not satisfactory to describe the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. Additionally, the temperature dependence of the electric displacement D (Fig.4) and the dielectric constant ϵ (Fig. 5) was calculated through Eqs. (12) and (11), respectively for constant electric field of 10, 30 and 50 kV/cm by using the experimental data [3] close to the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. This calculation of D and ϵ was based on the experimental plots of D versus T and ϵ versus T, which were not fitted by Bahr and Heppke [3] . As in our plots of ϴ-E (Figs. 1 and 3 ) and D-E (Fig. 2) , plots of D-T (Fig. 4) and ϵ-T (Fig. 5) were obtained respectively by fitting Eqs. (12) and (13) to the experimental data [3] above and below T C for each curve with its fitting parameters (Table 2) for the Sm A-Sm C * transition in C7. Also electric displacement D or the tilt angle θ decreases with the increasing temperature from the Sm A to Sm C* phase as the field strength increases from 10 to 50 kV/cm for the electric field induced Sm A -Sm C* transition in C7 (Fig.4) .
Discontinuity in the displacement D (or in the tilt angle θ ) decreases below the critical field strength (~50 kV/cm) in the Sm A phase with increasing temperature toward the critical temperature ( ) as the field strength increases to 50 kV/cm as shown in Fig.4 . This also indicates that the first order (discontinuous) Sm A -Sm C* transition tends to become a second order (continuous) for C7. The first order nature of the Sm A -Sm C* transition in C7 is more apparent below 50 kV/cm due to the fact that hysteresis occurs between runs with increasing and decreasing field or temperature within the two-phase region, as observed experimentally [3] . Also, it has been pointed out [3] that because of experimental imperfections (sample impurities and gradients in field strength) instead of a sharp field and temperature value, there occurs a finite field and temperature interval (~5 kV/cm and ~0,1 K, respectively) during the crossover from the first order to the second order transition in C7. On the other hand, the tilt susceptibility ( θ χ ) or the dielectric constant ( ε ) increases with increasing temperature toward the transition temperature from the Sm A to the Sm C* phase and it also increases as the field strength increases from 10 to 50 kV/cm in C7 (Fig.5) . It has been observed that the dielectric constant decreases and broadens when the bias field is increased further up to the 70 kV/cm [3] . A sharp increase in the dielectric constant (tilt susceptibility) at 50 kV/cm also indicates crossover from the first order to a second order (divergence like behavior) Sm A -Sm C* transition in C7.
CONCLUSIONS
Temperature and the field strength (E) dependences of the tilt angle θ (order parameter) and dielectric displacement D were studied for Sm A -Sm C* transition in the liquid crystal C7. The temperature dependence of the tilt susceptibility (dielectric constant) at constant field strengths was also studied for this transition in C7. The Landau phenomenological model with the bilinear coupling between the tilt angle and the polarization was used to describe the first order Sm A -Sm C* transition in this liquid crystal. By fitting θ versus E expression derived from the free energy to the observed data from the literature, temperature and the field strength dependences of the tilt angle, electric displacement and the tilt susceptibility (dielectric constant) were obtained for the Sm A -Sm C* transition in C7. Our results show that there is a crossover from the first order to a second order transition with increasing electric field as the discontinuities in the tilt angle and in the electric displacement appearing vanish and in the tilt susceptibility seems to diverge at about 50 kV/cm ( 55. [3] , as shown in Fig. (1) for C7. (11) for T<T C and T>T C using the experimental data [3] for C7.
T<T C E kV cm FIGURE 1 Tilt angle (ϴ) as a function of the field strength (E) at various temperature differences with respect to the transition temperature T 0 (Table 1) according to Eq.(8) using the experimental data [3] for C7.
FIGURE 2 Electric displacement (D) as a function of the field strength (E) at various temperature differences using the experimental data [3] as calculated according to Eq.(10) for C7. Observed values are also shown here.
FIGURE 3 Calculated values of the tilt angle (ϴ) as a function of the field strength at various temperature differences (Fig. 3) using the experimental data [3] for C7.
FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of the electric displacement (D) at various field strengths indicated using the experimental data [3] for C7.
FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of the static dielectric constant (ϵ) at various field strengths indicated using the experimental data [3] for C7. 
